Shipster After-Sales
Post-Purchase Shipping Updates
+ Returns Portal
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What is Shipster After-Sales?

Timely

Branded

Reliable
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After-Sales Dashboard
Data is everything when it comes to sublime delivery. With your Shipster After-Sales dashboard, you’re able to
consistently monitor how often your tracking emails are opened, what customers are actually clicking on, and how
this reflects on general customer behaviour.
Customer Service
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Do I Need Shipping After-Sales?
Yes. There’s a high expectation from many, if not all, customers that they can immediately track where their
package is, when it might be arriving, and how it got there.

65

89

46

89% of consumers are more
likely to make another
purchase after a positive
customer experience

46% of consumers ranked
reliability as one of their top
attributes they look for when
choosing a brand or retailer
to purchase from

There’s also the need for flexibility. Although
customers want their packages almost instantly,
choice is incredibly important when it comes to
changing delivery dates. Customers need options or at least the knowledge that they could make
changes if necessary. Strict delivery experiences can
put customers off - so much so that they won’t buy
from you again.

65% of consumers want
greater delivery flexibility

50
More than half of
customers want real-time
order status visibility

A post-purchase customer experience, that puts the
consumer in control, enhances their perception of
your brand, increasing the likelihood of future
purchases.

Don’t rely on courier comms
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Customisation
Your shipping experience should be as custom as your brand. Here are
just a few of the ways you can customise your shipping experience to
provide your customers with a seamless journey.
Web updates page - Everything you
create should be consistent. Your shipping
updates web page is no different. Update
branding, colours, imagery and tone of
voice to suit your brand. Even the page
URL can be customised to preserve the
trust of your customers.
SMS Updates – Offer customers the
ultimate convenience by being one of the
early brands to send SMS delivery updates
straight to the customer. This is key in
delivering a next-level delivery experience
before your competitors.
Email content - You’ve worked hard on
your brand’s tone of voice and style. Don’t
lose out on that during the tracking stage
of your customer’s buying journey.
Customise the content and copy of your
shipping emails, whilst still maintaining
the accuracy of the tracking updates.

Email design - Tracking emails don’t
have to be boring. Update your email
designs to replicate the rest of your
brand, with images, CTAs, and promos,
personalised to the recipient.
CTAs - Maintain your customer’s
interest with engaging call-to-actions
throughout the email. This could include
promotions, subscriptions, or social
media links. Whatever your marketing
goals, make use of tracking
communication to further engage an
already engaged customer.
Promotions - Customise promotions to
match your customer’s buying trends.
This could include a unique discount or
referral code, or even just including
artwork promoting a recent sale.
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Examples of Good Post Sale Comms
Clever language, clear communication, and onbrand designs all help these companies nail their
after-sales emails.
Important tracking information is included, with relevant links to
help the customer understand where their package might be,
but the tone of voice is light-hearted and humorous. The
customer feels at ease with the brand, happy to have made a
purchase and happy to continue to engage with the company.
Even after the product has been delivered, communication
should continue. Asking for reviews or offering discount codes
maintains the relationship with the consumer, and encourages
repeat orders in the future.
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Onboarding Process
The technical part of your onboarding resides with us once you have
communicated to us which shipments you want your customer tracking
updates applied to.
Your main role will be logging onto
the Shipster After-Sales platform
and setting up your branding,
recommended products, text and
other visual customisations. When
we’re all done, everything goes
through to testing.

Testing

URL Mapping
Map the Shipster tracking page
URL to a branded URL so that
consumers can see that it has
come from the brand.

Tracking page
Shipments
Decide which shipment
types you want to track

Upload logo, banner, hyperlinks,
slogan, preferred primary &
secondary colours to branded
tracking page.

Shipster Account
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Optional: Returns Portal
Continue the full brand experience and convenience for your customers with your
own returns portal. Built with a comprehensive set of return features to ensure the
shopping experience you create is seamless and steps ahead of the competition.

Estimated return date

Branded emails & SMS

Fully branded returns portal

updates

Optimised for all devices

Pre-paid label & QR options

Refund & exchange enabled

Return reasons per item

Data collection for returns

Space for promos & similar

analysis

products on confirmation
page
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Compatible Couriers
Our After-Sales integration is available with over 40 couriers - and this list is always expanding. If you can’t see your
preferred courier, contact us directly and we can add to our database.
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Contact
If you’re interested, get in touch!
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Your Shipping, Your Way

Support

support@shipstersolutions.com

Shipster-solutions

0330 113 2083

@ShipsterSolutions
@ShipsterHQ
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Enquiries

hello@shipstersolutions.com
0330 113 2082
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